
Your seminars, meetings and professional events in an atypical setting



A BIT OF HISTORY

HISTORY
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A CONVENT BECOMES A HOTEL

This former convent was built in a 
peaceful green setting by Pierre 

Marie Bossan in 1854 for the Sisters of 
the Visitation. As the years passed, the 
building underwent successive changes.

In 2011, the èhôtels-Lyon Group became 
interested in the building and carried out 
rehabilitation studies, renovation and 
redevelopment that lasted four years. In 
November 2015, the former convent was 
finally transformed into a hotel that is as 
atypical as it is poetic.

Pierre-Marie Bossan, the future 
architect of the Fourvière Basilica, 

finishes the Convent of the 
Visitation

The Sisters of the Visitation use 
part of the convent to

accommodate student boarders

The building is used to 
house the wounded during 

World War  I

Purchased by the municipality, it is 
rented to the Hospices Civils de 

Lyon for storing archives

Start of rehabilitation studies 
undertaken by èhôtels-Lyon

Opening of Fourvière Hôtel 
Lyon****

If you think adventure is dangerous, try routine, it’s always lethal
(Paulo Coelho)

1854

Early 20th cent.

1914-1918

60’s and 70’s

2011

2015



CONCEPT & STYLING

CONCEPT
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TELL ME ABOUT LYON !

Aware of the wealth of Lyon’s 
cultural patrimony, the hotel 

designers wanted to share this 
heritage with visitors by telling 
the story of Lyon through the 
memory of the rehabilitated 
building and the many visible 
tributes found throughout the 
site.

Signed by the Franco-Argentinian 
artist Pablo Reinoso, a visual 
pathway highlighting three works 
was specially created for the 
building : Fourvière Forest (1), 
Fourvière Bench (2) and Freeze-
Frame Clouds (3).

This hotel tells the story of Lyon with the doors of its 75 rooms, a printed wall that recalls 
a Canut silk weaver’s workshop, a Guignol theater, a movie room that pays tribute to the 
Lumière brothers and many other knowing nods to the past.



WHY CHOOSE 
FOURVIÈRE HÔTEL LYON ?

ADVANTAGES
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An unusual site filled with history 
and designed by the architect 
of the famous Notre-Dame de 
Fourvière Basilica, with unique 
and original styling

Activity and leisure areas, with a 
25-meter swimming lane, well-
being area with jacuzzi and 
hammam, a « jeu de boules 
lyonnaises » playing field, 
terraces and gardens.

75 rooms and suites over three 
levels ; each level opens on the 
exterior of the building. 
Private, secure parking with 72 
parking places.

4 meeting rooms with natural 
daytime lighting and some of 
them with a terrace or veranda. 
1 extraordinary room that 
reflects the essence of the Lyon 
heritage.

Les Téléphones, a « bistronomic » 
restaurant or Le Bouchon 
restaurant with authentic Lyon-
style gastronomic cuisine.

Nearby tourist activities, such as 
visits to the Fourvière Basilica, 
the historic neighborhood of Old 
Lyon and recreational activities in 
the Presqu’île district.



MEETING ROOMS

MEETING ROOMS
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LES VISITANDINES I & II

28 m2 rooms

Lighted with natural daylight 
and opening on a garden, the 
two Visitandines rooms are 
perfect for smaller meetings or 
subcommittees.

L’ATELIER DES CANUTS

90 m2 plenary meeting room

Featuring a large open area with a 
glassed-in side room for meeting 
breaks or cocktails and opening 
on a garden, this room with 
exceptional character is designed 
for seminars, meetings or events.

LES PÉRISTYLES

70m2 cloister wings

These large rooms opening on the 
cloister garden are particularly 
appropriate for evening cocktails 
or business luncheons.

MATERIAL INCLUDED

Video projector, screen and 
PC/Mac connections,
paperboard, note pads, pencils 
mineral water.

LA SALLE DU CHAPITRE

61 m2 room

This very beautiful and luminous 
meeting room features huge 
windows that open on an adjoining 
terrace and a view of the cloister 
garden.

LE GRENIER

98 m2 of atypical space

Designed to create a surprising 
effect and to set off evening events 
and company cocktails, the unusual 
decoration of this room focuses on 
the Lyon heritage. It can be used 
for all types of meetings and team-
building activities.

VISITANDINES I & II

SALLE DU CHAPITRE

ATELIER DES CANUTS

GRENIER

PÉRISTYLES
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VISITANDINES I & II

VISITANDINES I & II
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28 m2 work room

Natural light with two large windows overlooking the 
garden

Oak parquetry floor

58’ TV screens

Free Wifi internet access

ARRANGEMENT
LAYOUT

U shape - Classroom 
Theater - Block

ORIGIN OF THE NAME «  V IS ITANDINES » 
The name refers to the site’s history : the Sisters of the Visitation (« Visitandines ») had the convent built 
and occupied it until early in the twentieth century.



SALLE DU CHAPITRE

SALLE DU CHAPITRE
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61m2 work room

Oak parquetry floor

Adjoining terrace

220 x180 cm projection screen

ARRANGEMENT
LAYOUT

Theater - Classroom
U shape - Block
Cocktail

THE  +

Adjoining terrace overlooking the cloister garden for coffee breaks in a magnificent setting that 
encourages creativity, relaxation and informal exchange.

HD video projector

42’ TV screen

1 wireless mike and high-quality sound system

Free Wifi internet access



ATELIER DES CANUTS

ATELIER DES CANUTS
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90 m2 plenary room and 60 m2 glassed-in area

Oak parquetry floor

228 x 305 cm projection screen

HD video projector

2 42’ TV screens and 2 complementary TVs in the 
glassed-in area

2 wireless mikes and high-quality sound 

Free Wifi internet access

ARRANGEMENT
LAYOUT

Theater - Classroom
U shape - Block
Cocktail

THE  +
Glassed-in area can be reserved 
for private use and offers beautiful 
natural light and a view of the garden. 
Perfect for breakfasts, coffee breaks 
and cocktails.

A giant engraving from the Gadagne 
Museum printed on fabric and 
representing the apartment of a 19th-
century silk worker (Canut) at Croix 
Rousse and photos of silk workers at 
their looms decorate the walls and 
evoke the history of Lyon.



LE GRENIER

THE GRENIER
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ARRANGEMENT
LAYOUT

Theater - Classroom
U shape - Block
Cocktail

98m2 room for private use

Lyon history is the basis for room decoration

HD video projector and 200 x 200 cm screen

2 42’ TV screens

Free Wifi internet access

Map of Lyon in 1847 
printed on the floor

Working Guignol
theater

Screenning room 
in tribute to the 

Lumière Brothers

Zinc bar for wine-tasting 
workshops

THE  +

An atypical room arranged in themed areas that feature the Lyon heritage. The working theater makes it 
possible to organize a puppet show (Guignol) with a puppeteer and enjoy this original entertainment in a 
café-theater setting.



© Lyon Resto

© Lyon Resto

LES PÉRISTYLES

THE PÉRISTYLES
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70m² cloister wing

Natural light with view of the cloister garden

Terracotta floor tiles

Free Wifi internet access

ARRANGEMENT
LAYOUT

Block - Cocktail

The peristyles offer an unusual setting for a working lunch, a presentation or an Executive Committee 
meeting.

THE  +



© Lyon Resto

FINE DINING

FINE DINING
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LES TÉLÉPHONES

Located in the peristyles around 
the cloister and garden, Les 

Téléphones proposes bistronomic 
cuisine with seasonal specialties 
and fresh produce. 
It’s possible to choose from unique 
menus based on a starter, main 
dish and dessert or « à la carte » 
formulas, depending on personal 
preferences or the number of 
guests.

The peristyle wings can be 
reserved for private use for a 
meal or any type of event. 

LE BOUCHON

Through traboule passageway 
from the Galerie des Mères, 

guests reach an authentic « 
bouchon », the emblem of Lyon 
gastronomy that stems from the 
tradition of working-class eating 
places mâchons popularized by 
the Canuts.
As a private dining area for 20 
guests, this site follows tradition 
and proposes Lyonnais specialities.

TIME OUT

The architecture of this former 
convent offers generous areas 

for coffee breaks that can be varied 
with the seasons by using the many 
terraces and gardens.

Designed with comfort in mind, 
they encourage relaxation and 
informal encounters.

With seating capacity for 50 
guests, they can be arranged 
with tables for 2-7 people. Other 
meal possibilities are proposed on 
demand. 



SLEEPING

SLEEPING
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SLEEP IN A FORMER CONVENT

Fourvière Hotel has 75 rooms and suites over three 
levels, with views over the convent gardens or the 
city of Lyon.

There are five categories of rooms :

Cellules, these « cells » are a tribute to the rooms 
occupied by the Sisters of the Visitation and have an 
average surface area of 21 m2.

Classiques, are double rooms measuring 
approximately 25 m2, with a desk area.

Junior Suites, are large rooms measuring 35 m2, with 
a roomy desk area and lounge.

Signatures Suites feature 2 rooms and two baths, 
with a large lounge area and desk, over an average 
surface area of 65 m2.

The Loft, measuring approximately 60 m2, is an 
atypical apartment with a lounge area containing a 
desk, a dressing room and a bathroom, with a view 
over Parc de la Visitation.

IF  YOU WERE TOLD ABOUT LYON !
Each door is decorated with the image of someone who helped shape the history of Lyon. A short 
bilingual biography behind the door gives information on the person’s life and contribution to the city’s 
national or international reputation.



RELAXING

RELAXING
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WELL BEING AREA & 
LEISURE AREA

Staying at the hotel includes 
open access to Fourvière-Les-
Bains, the hotel area dedicated 
to well-being :

• 25-meter-long heated swim 
lane 

• Spa with Jacuzzi, themed 
sensorial showers, hammam 
and ice fountaine

A jeu de boules lyonnaises 
field is also available in the 
garden for a wonderfully 
relaxing game.



OENOLOGY WORKSHOP 

Share special moments with 
friends and family thanks to 

our introduction to wine and 
spirits tasting. 

Our experts offer tailor-made 
workshops on several themes: 
terroirs, grape varieties, Grands 
Crus... They will guide you in 
this discovery of aromas through 
smell, sight and taste.

RELAXING

RELAXING
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VISIT LYON

Located in the center of the 
former Roman city of Lugdunum, 

Fourvière Hotel offers many 
possibilities of visits to nearby tourist 
attractions, including the Antique 
Theaters and the Gallo-Roman 
Museum, the Fourvière Basilica 
and the historic neighborhood 
of Old Lyon, which is a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.
The tourist and commercial sites of 
the Presqu’île district are within a 
reasonable walking distance (Place 
de l’Hôtel de Ville, Museum of 
Fine Arts,...)



ACCESS

HOW TO GET THERE
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Nestled at the top of 
Fourvière Hill in the heart 
of the old Roman city of 
Lugdunum and just five 
minutes on foot from the 
Antique Theaters and the 
Fourvière Basilica, Fourvière 
Hotel has an exceptional 
location near the historical 
Old Lyon district and the 
Presqu’île district in the city 
center.

Access by car is made 
easier with a private parking 
facility.

23 rue Roger Radisson
Lyon 5th arrondissement

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

FROM LYON ST EXUPÉRY AIRPORT

BY CAR

FROM THE TGV STATIONS

With the F1 Funicular Railway
Departure : Vieux Lyon - Saint Jean station
Arrival : Saint-Just station + 5-minute walk

With the F2 Funicular Railway 
Departure : Vieux Lyon - Saint Jean station
Arrival : Saint-Just station + 5-minute walk

By Bus
Line C20 or C21, Trion stop + 3-minute walk

By taxi
Trip time : 45 minutes to an hour, depending on traffic

By Rhônexpress
Direct shuttle from Lyon Saint-Exupéry Airport to the 
Part Dieu train station (30 minutes)

Adress
23 rue Roger Radisson - 69005 Lyon

GPS coordinates 
Latitude : 45.758761 l Longitude : 4.816429

Private, secure parking with 72 parking 
places.

Lyon Part-Dieu Station
By taxi : 25 minutes

Lyon Perrache Station
By taxi : 15 minutes



LUDMILA BOUILLOT

commercial@fourviere-hotel.com

+33 4 74 700 700

BÉRENGÈRE LEMONNIER

evenement@fourviere-hotel.com 

+33 4 74 700 700

YOUR CONTACTS

CONTACT
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contact@fourviere-hotel.com  l  (+33)4 74 700 700  l  www.ehotels-lyon.com



hôtels-lyon


